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The question, in their minds, has already been answered. They are not waiting for an answer. They are scoffers and so the question is not raised out of honest, genuine sincerity.

But note that these “scoffers” walk “after their own lusts.” Men and women pursuing their own desires, raise the question, “Where is the promise of His coming?” Their lifestyle determines their theology. Their morality (or lack of it) dictates what they believe, and they deny the imminence of the Advent.

This passage introduces the fact that how we act often will determine what we believe, while it is also true that we sincerely believe determines how we act. Thus, if I am fascinated by the lusts that captivate me on television, if sports dominate my thinking, if materialism grips me, or if my main object in life is to make money, these interests will affect my attitude toward a soon return of Christ. In addition to that, of course, what I believe about the second coming should have an impact on my lifestyle.

There is a subtle way of thinking about the Advent that can also weaken our ardor and zeal for the return of Jesus as much as a worldly lifestyle. The reasoning goes something like this: It doesn’t make any difference whether Christ comes in 25 years or 50 years or 100 years or a 1,000. That’s not your concern. Your concern is simply to be ready.

Now, that may sound good on the surface, but its effect can weaken church morale. It’s like saying to a medical student, “Your state boards may come this year, or next year, or the year after. They may even come five years from now; just get ready.” There is something about the rearranging of priorities when you look at the imminence of an event! The fact of the event conditions your behavior.

A sense of the Advent near has always spurred the church on. A sense that Christ is coming soon has always led to prayer, and commitment, and revival. The church senses an urgency and channels its time and energy and funds into evangelism and missionary activity. It channels its energy into prayer and soul winning. There is something about urgency. There is something about imminence. There is something about a soon coming Savior.

Notice who say, “Where is the promise of His coming?” Scoffers. Notice who says, “My Lord delayeth His coming” (Matt 24:48).

The evil servant, not the wise servant. So those among us who say that time makes no difference, and the Lord is delaying His coming, and He may not come in 50 years or 100 years—they are not classed with the wise servant in Scripture.

Why the Delay?

Peter discusses in clear terms the delay of the Advent. He says, “But beloved be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.” God’s evaluation of time is different than mine.

Peter is saying that God does have a divine timetable. If you study the prophecies relating to the first coming of Jesus, you will see that Jesus came on time. “When the fulness of time was come, God has sent forth His Son” (Gal 4:4). “In due time Christ died for the ungodly” (Rom 5:6). When Jesus is baptized in fulfillment of Daniel 9, He says, “The time is fulfilled” (Mark 1:14-15). When the prophetic clock struck the hour the Messiah came the first time.

Peter says in effect, God has a prophetic time table, and when the clock strikes the prophetic hour, Christ will come.

Now Peter explains the apparent delay of the Advent, “The Lord is not slack concerning his promise as some men count slackness; but is long suffering to us, not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to repentance” (vs. 9). Peter says the reason there has been a delay is the long suffering nature of God.

I would like you to consider the delay of the Advent in the light of a suffering God and in the light of suffering love. When Jesus hung on Calvary, He revealed that God would rather suffer than to let you or me be lost. The cross is a revelation to our dull senses that God would rather suffer the agony of sin Himself, suffer the curse of sin Himself, suffer the second death Himself, than to let us be lost. The delay of the Advent reveals a God who suffers in love.

Too often we think of the delay of the Advent in terms of our suffering in a world of wickedness, a world where there are Bosniacs and Herzegovinas and Somalians, in a world where there is famine and heartache and children are blown up. We say, We want to be free from this suffering. But the delay of the Advent reveals that God is willing to suffer rather than to allow one person to be lost.

Think of it this way: We pass one another and often say, “How's
your day?" "Oh, my day's fine." How was God's day today? God went to 10,000 funerals today or more, and He will go to 10,000 more tomorrow. And He loves every one of those people more than you can possibly love your son or your daughter. God's heart of love suffers with every person lying in a hospital dying of cancer. In a way that I can never understand, Jesus in His sanctuary ministry above, bears our afflictions.

God bears the pain of every woman who's husband has run off with somebody else. God bears the agony of every woman who is being battered and beaten until her eyes are blackened and her nose is bloody, because her husband is an alcoholic. God bears the pain of every couple whose child is born dead. God bears the pain in a way that I can never understand of every teenager who smashes through the window of a wrecked car. And the Advent is delayed, because He would rather go on suffering than to cut short the salvation of any who could be saved. The delay of the Advent effects us, but think how it affects God.

In the great Thanksgiving Day to come God will sit at the head of the table and look for you and your place. And if that chair is empty, there will be an emptiness in His heart that is indescribable forever. The delay of the Advent is not because God is marking off time, it's because He's reaching out to people. The delay of the Advent is because Jesus in His love would rather suffer as the Intercessor for humanity and experience the corporate pain that cosmic and universal sin brings, than have people who could have been saved to be lost.

When probation ultimately closes, it is not closed because God's mercy has run out. The close of probation is rather a declaration on the part of God that if the door of the sanctuary would remain open, it would make no difference because every person is fully ripe for harvest. He that is righteous, let him be righteous still, and he that is unrighteous let him be unrighteous still (cf. Rev 22:11). Probation's door does not close until everybody has made his/her final, complete, irrevocable decision. The Advent is delayed not because God's promises have failed, but because His love is relentless; His mercy reaches out to save men and women.

**Hastening the Advent**

Peter's third point is that it is possible to hasten the day of our Lord's Advent. Notice what he says. Since you are living on the verge of the Advent, since He is coming quickly, rapidly as a thief, seeing that all nature will be dissolved, what manner of persons ought you to be? Peter says, What you believe impacts on your life. "Looking for and hastening (now the KJV is a little awkward, it says hastening unto) the coming of the day of God. Many translations say looking for and hastening on the coming of the day of God. I like the translation "hastening on the coming of the day of God."

Is it possible to hasten the Advent? It is possible, but there comes a point in history when cataclysmic events unfold so that every seed goes to harvest and character more rapidly develops in a crisis hour. So, although the church can hasten the Advent, the church cannot delay the Advent indefinitely. God is sovereign. And ultimately God takes control.

There's a point beyond which the judgments of God cannot be delayed. There was a point in the days of Noah when character was fully developed. Those who were on God's side, remained so; and those that weren't, remained opposed. And the door of the ark that had been open was now shut. That action did not indicate a ceasing of God's mercy, but that every seed had gone to harvest. Every human being had made his/her final, irrevocable decision.

What can the church do to hasten on the coming of the day of God? Scripture teaches three things.

**Prayer.** In the Lord's prayer we are instructed to pray, "Thy kingdom come" (Luke 11:2). Are you praying on your knees every day that Jesus' kingdom will come? The book of Revelation ends with that prayer of John, "Even so, come [quickly], Lord Jesus" (Rev 22:20).

Why pray for a speedy return of our Lord? That which you pray for, you desire more. That which you pray for, (under the Holy Spirit) creates in you a desire to accomplish. As we are on our knees opening our hearts before God, there develops a kingdom consciousness. As we are on our knees seeking God, there develops a reorientation of our priorities, and we are lifted from the fog of this world.

**Repentance.** Now, you find the call for repentance in vss. 9, 11. The Lord desires that "all should come to repentance," and to live
godly lives. Repentance is a change of attitude about my personal condition before God. The end time call to holiness is an end time call for repentance that brings me before the Lord and says, "God, without You I'm nothing, God, without You I am going to be filled with self-centeredness, and egotism. Without You I am going to be filled with criticism, and gossip, and anger and bitterness and lust. Within me there are seeds that are holding back the Advent. I seek your forgiveness and life-changing grace because I have, inadvertently maybe, perpetuated Your suffering.

Rearranged Priorities. Peter says, to rearrange your priorities so that you can reach out to a dying, lost world for Jesus Christ ("hastening the coming of the day of God," NKJV). The Master Himself said, "And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come" (Matt 24:14).

The events in Eastern Europe in recent times are not merely fortuitous events in secular history, but are part of a divine plan that indicates this is the time for the church to arise and urgently proclaim its message. This is the time for the church to settle down in a Laodicean complacency.

In a marvelous manner God has opened doors in the world. And he will open doors in your life. Is there somebody that you are praying for? Is there somebody in the community that you have a passion for their soul? I need to be involved in soul winning, not merely for the other person's soul, but for my own.

Without involvement my own spiritual growth is stunted. Without that my own spiritual life is thwarted. Without that life becomes self-centered. God is leading you and me to an end-time holiness. He is leading us to deeper prayer and deeper repentance, and to a deeper passion for souls and a rearranging of our priorities.
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